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ELIzABETH MOORE  "You protect what 
you love. I love the great outdoors, all of it, 
our natural systems of forests, waterways, 
open skies, mountains and even all 
that goes on underneath our feet. With 
exasperation I watch Amazon rainforests 
burning, increased desertification in some 
places around the world, the impact of 
mineral and oil extraction from land and 
sea as well as the sprawl of cities into our 
rural lands. The impact on wildlife and our 
natural systems that nurture us is overwhelming. While I can’t solve all 
those global problems, I can act locally.

Three years ago I decided I could do my part by buying a 1,100 
acre ranch on the Myakka River and, with the help of Conservation 
Foundation, conserve the property so that even beyond my lifetime, this 
land will stay natural. It was my gift to wildlife and water. I’m honored 
to continue saving land by serving on Conservation Foundation’s board 
of trustees and their land protection committee. We are on a roll with 
many more major projects in the pipeline and helping to increase land 
conservation funding and awareness in our state government. It is a race 
against time because once land is gone, it is lost forever."

MARIO BERNARDIS  “I think our global 
environment is at a tipping point. We 
need to find the right balance between 
economic growth and preserving 
our environment. Organizations like 
Conservation Foundation play a critical role 
in protecting our natural resources so the 
next generations can live and thrive.

I grew up in Germany, received my MBA 
from a German university and was awarded 
a scholarship to enroll in an international 
business program in South Carolina. I graduated in 1982 and began my 
life and career in the US. After several jobs with Robert Bosch, Deutsche 
Bank, WR Grace, I joined IBM in 1985 and held several executive 
positions with the IBM Credit Corporation which gave my family the 
opportunity to live in Germany, France and the UK.

As part of my job I traveled extensively in Asia, Latin America and Europe 
and saw firsthand the environmental challenges the world is facing, 
which motivated me to at least do my part locally by supporting the 
efforts of Conservation Foundation.”

Mario and his wife, Mary Louise O’Connell, moved to Sarasota in 
2014 and since retiring from IBM in 2015, have enjoyed traveling and 
volunteering. 

This is the time of year when we 
all count our blessings. For that 
reason, it is my favorite time of year. 
Conservation Foundation counts YOU 
as a blessing. Thank you for caring 
about the health of our environment 
and for all you do to ensure that 
future generations have clean water, 
air, and places to enjoy nature. 

The work Conservation Foundation does takes years to 
complete and requires a community of partners and allies. 
That fact is the basis of every story in this newsletter. We could 
not do this important and urgent work without landowners, 
volunteers, donors, and partnering organizations. We are so 
very grateful for you all!

Your support and concern for our waters and land spurs us 
on to do more and quickly. That is why we commissioned the 
map on the cover to show the need to connect up conserved 
lands, for wildlife and for people. As we endeavor to save 
our important places like Bobby Jones Golf Club and the 
“quad parcels” by the Celery Fields in Sarasota County, and 
create a corridor of conserved land from the headwaters 
of the Manatee River all the way to the Everglades, we will 
need you—and even more people—to join our conservation 
community.

We need to quicken the pace of conservation and we need to 
go farther in our goal to save and protect our special places 
before it is too late. There is so much to do and little time to 
do it. But, we have hope for the future of saving land because 
of you. Thank you for sharing our mission. Thank you for 
caring about the future. Thank you for investing in forever.

Yours in conservation,
Christine P. Johnson, President



Florida scrub jay population at risk in Sarasota County

the Florida scrub jay is a bit of a 
“Goldilocks” bird. They live only 
in Florida, in special places called 
scrub, in special trees called scrub 

oaks, and the trees must be a special height. 
Shorter than three feet? Too short. Taller than 
nine feet? Too tall. In the middle? Well, that’s 
just right!

Oh, and the scrub jays are very particular about 
sand. They simply must have bare, sandy areas 
in which to store acorns for the winter. These 
particularities mean that survival is difficult for 
the scrub jay.

Moreover, land development makes matters 
worse. Over the last 100 years, our region has 

Goodbye 
Goldilocks?

lost more than 95% of its scrub. This has led 
to fewer birds living in isolated patches, which 
causes inbreeding, which leads to further 
decline. Cumulatively, these factors threaten 
scrub jays with permanent extinction. In 
fact, there are fewer than 50 scrub jays left in 
Sarasota County, making Sarasota County very 
close to losing them forever.

But we can do something about it! Conservation 
Foundation is working with our community to 
help the Florida scrub jay survive and thrive. 
Oscar Scherer State Park contains Sarasota 
County’s scrub jay population center, and we are 
helping to identify places where scrub jays can 
connect to other scrub jay populations to the 

north and the south. In March, Conservation 
Foundation acquired 38 acres to the north—now 
called Tatum Sawgrass Scrub Preserve—and 
received funding from the Cornell Lab of 
Ornithology to restore the scrub jay habitat. 
Work is already underway. To the South, we are 
working with Venice Area Beautification, Inc. to 
create scrub jay areas within the Venice Urban 
Forest project. Collaborations like these are 
vital if we are to prevent the permanent loss of 
Florida’s rare and exclusive bird. If you want to 
be a part of the Florida scrub jay’s success story, 
join us by conserving land, volunteering, or 
becoming a member.



every day, Conservation Foundation looks for ways to improve 
our community by saving land and water. Most often the way 
forward includes partnering with others. Saving the 543-acre 
Murphy Marsh property in southeast Manatee County is our 

latest example of how dedicated partners are key to extraordinary results. 

In February 2016, members of the Murphy Marsh hunt club took 
Conservation Foundation’s Director of Land Protection, Debi Osborne, and 
Land Steward, Lee Amos for a tour of their property, of which a significant 
portion is the Tatum Sawgrass Marsh. Standing at the edge of the water, 
they could see white egrets picking their way through floating plants. 
“In the 1980s there would be hundreds of ducks out there,” said Andy 
Eggebrecht, one of the hunt club’s 15 members. “They used to fly in from 
the north every morning.” On that day, there wasn’t a duck in sight. 

The marsh isn’t much of a marsh anymore. The 
water is too deep; it is more like a shallow 

lake. To understand what happened, the 
team looked at historical photos as far 

back as the 1940s and chronicled the 
man-made changes to the marsh. 
Drainage ditches appeared over 
the years, and perhaps the most 
profound change was how the water 

was held in some places and drained 
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off in others. The water level could be pumped up or down for crops and 
cattle on the marsh. It worked until the price of fuel made pumping the 
water impossible. Once the pumps stopped, the system acted like a bowl 
which held water in and prevented the healthy flushing action of the river. 
Then, the marsh disappeared as did the ducks. 

Conservation Foundation developed a plan to permanently protect the 
property with the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), 
called the Wetland Reserve Program. Using a tool called a “conservation 
easement,” the property remains a private hunt club, however, further 
development or intensive agricultural is prevented. The Wetland Reserve 
Program provides funding for restoration, which will bring back wildlife. 
Additional funding from the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and the 
support of you, our members, makes our restoration work possible. 

“Ducks are a pretty good umbrella species,” says Foundation biologist Lee 
Amos. “If we create better duck habitat, we’ll also create better habitat for 
everything else.” We expect to see sweeping improvements on the land 
and in the water over the next few years, which will have a ripple effect 
downstream in Myakka River State Park.  

Thanks to the dedicated 15-member Murphy Marsh hunt club, the 
conservation easement was signed in July 2019, and restoration plans are 
already underway. Andy said it best, “After 20 years of decline, I feel like 
things are finally getting better.”

makinG tHe land better, ForeVer
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skip and Janis Swan came 
here for the birds—and kept 
coming back for nearly 50 
years. As life-long birders, 

they visited Florida regularly enjoying 
the search for different species. Janis 
recalls exploring Marco Island when 
the only structure there was a single 
construction trailer! The Swans 
enjoyed the incredible abundance 
of wildlife and marveled at the 
natural beauty of Florida. There were 
flocks and flocks of birds, and they 
discovered that inland Florida was 
as beautiful as the bays and beaches. 
In their words, they were smitten by 
the flora, fauna, and waters of wild 
Florida. Over the years, they observed firsthand the changes as once plentiful habitat disappeared 
when land was developed.  

“Today, we’re committed to doing our part to save the wild, natural land and water resources that still 
contribute so much to the desirability of this part of Florida—they’re a major reason we came here to 
live, first in Boca Grande for nine years, then to Sarasota in 2008.

With an ever greater influx of people moving to this area, and the resultant demand for land 
on which to house them, it’s just very important to us to try to preserve as much of our natural 
environment as possible while we can still make a difference. Toward that end, we wholeheartedly 
support the good works already accomplished by this Foundation and, equally, those current and 
future projects yet to be realized.” 

The Swans have deepened their partnership with Conservation Foundation and were instrumental 
in the permanent protection of Murphy Marsh, and Johnson Preserve at Braden River. This year, 
Conservation Foundation honored Skip and Janis Swan as Conservation Partner of the Year.

“...we wholeheartedly support the good 

works already accomplished by this 

Foundation and, equally, those current and 

future projects yet to be realized.”

PRESERVE AND PROTECT: SKIP & JANIS SWAN YOUR IMPACT

NExT GEN CONSERVATION
Research and experience continue to show 
that being in nature is immensely beneficial to 
kids, from reducing stress levels to increasing 
concentration to developing social skills. 
Connecting youth to the wonders of nature is a 
natural fit for an organization that protects the 
wild places in our region. 

Conservation Foundation is excited to announce 
the natural evolution of our youth programming 
with Next Gen Conservation. Next Gen expands 
existing partnerships through the Youth in 
Nature Program, and adds Nature Explorers, 
a free and open to the public program for 
elementary-age kids. Excursions in nature will 
promote self-led discovery, build self-esteem, 
and increase the next generation’s appreciation 
of the environment. Let’s get outside!

Learn more at conservationfoundation.com/
nextgen

Skip and Janis Swan with Christine Johnson



JANUARy

1/3 Nature Explorers— 
 Bird Count Basics

1/12 Feast Upon the Fields

1/16 Conservation Community  
 Book Club

1/21 Volunteer Interest Info & Coffee

1/23 Lunch & Learn at Bay Preserve

FEBRUARy

2/1 The Palm Ball 
 Forever Green. Forever Blue.

2/18 Lunch & Learn at Bay Preserve

UPCOMING EVENTS

CElEbRATE IN STylE!
From weddings to corporate events, 

Bay Preserve at Osprey is your slice of 
Old Florida. Learn more at 

conservationfoundation.com/rental 

MARCH

3/4 Artist’s Reception – 
 Deborah Bonnell

3/19 Conservation Community  
 Book Club

3/19 Nature Explorers— 
 Nectar Connectors

3/24 Lunch & Learn at Bay Preserve

APRIL

4/8 Nature Lecture at the Sarasota   
 Opera House

Visit conservationfoundation.com/events for details and the latest updates

conservationfoundation.com  |  941.918.2100

Go Wild! 
With a monthly 
gift, you become a 
champion for nature, 
saving land forever, 
and providing stable 
year-round funding. 
Join our community 
of supporters – the 
wild ones  - who 
give today to save 
tomorrow. Call today! 
941-918-2100

ART ExHIbITS

DEC–FEB  Susan Foster
MAR–MAY Deborah Bonnell

Exhibits may be viewed M-F,  
9am to 4pm, or by appointment.

PHOTO By kERRI GAGNE PHOTOGRAPHy

conservationfoundation.com/monthly
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attend  engage  volunteer  donate  vote
yOUR lEGACy WIll lAST FOREVER.

Saving wild places 
connects us all to 

the beauty and bliss 
of nature. Leave 

your legacy of 
conservation.

CREATE yOUR
OWN lEGACy

Find out more! Visit 

conservationfoundation.com/
youForever 

or call 
(941) 918-2100

MURPHy MARSH By LEE AMOS


